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ABSTRACT
Multi-Object Recognition and Retrieval Using PUMA560 Robot
by
Bharatha R  Viswanadha
Dr.Georg Mauer, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Mechanical Engineering 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The objective o f the research described here is to develop efficient algorithm and 
software tools for multi-object recognition and retrieval. This research project addresses 
two major issues: The first issue is the identification of features and efficient methods for 
feature extraction which can completely describe an object. These features can be 
acquired using visual and ultra-sonic sensors. The second issue is the development of 
efficient algorithms for the retrieval o f multi-objects based on their features.
The methods and algorithms developed in this research are verified on a 
Unimation PUMA 560 robot. Non contact sensors (a vision and a range sensor) are 
employed for feature detection. The information fi-om both sensors will be combined for 
feature extraction and feature mapping (sensor fusion). The sensors and the robot have 
been integrated for this purpose with a Pentium 133 Mhz Personal Computer.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The task o f picking up objects is usually considered easy from the human point of 
view whereas fr-om machine point of view is it considered as a relatively tougher task. A 
basic problem is robotics is planning motions to solve some prespecified task, and then 
controlling the robot as it executes the commands necessary to achieve those actions. 
Here, planning means deciding on a course of action before acting. This action synthesis 
part o f the robot problem can be solved by a problem-solving system that will achieve 
some stated goal, given some initial condition. A plan is thus a representation o f a course 
o f action for achieving a goal.
Research is centered on using sensors, especially vision sensors, to recognize, to 
track, and to analyze three-dimensional objects. In order to endow robots with more 
decision-making capabilities, we must increase their ability to obtain and interpret 
information about their environment. This has led to many ideas about problem-solving 
systems in artificial intelligence. Robots with vision sensing capabilities respond to its 
environment in an “intelligent” and flexible maimer.
A major task in robot vision in an industrial environment is the retrieval o f multi­
industrial parts and tools. In most assembly or sorting fines, several different types of
1
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parts or tools are handled. Since information about the objects handled is usually known 
in advance, the problem o f object retrieval is simplified to that o f multi-object retrieval.
1.1 Objective and Scope o f Research
The objective o f the research described here is to develop efficient algorithms and 
software tools for multi-object retrieval once objects are retrieval. This research project 
addresses two major issues: The first issue is the identification o f features and efficient 
methods for feature extraction which can completely describe an object. These features 
can be acquired using visual and other sensors. The second issue is the development of 
efficient algorithms for the retrieval o f multi-objects based on their features.
The methods and algorithms developed in this research are verified on a 
Unimation PUMA 500 robot. Non contact sensors (a vision and a  range sensor) are 
employed for feature detection. The information fi-om both sensors will be combined for 
feature extraction and feature mapping (sensor fusion). The sensors and the robot have 
been integrated for this purpose with a Pentium 133 MHz Personal Computer.
1.2 Literature Survey
Task-level robot systems have been studied by many researchers. The following is 
a brief literature review of the subject. During the 1970’s, a variety o f task-level robot 
systems were proposed and saw various levels o f implementation. The Stanford Hand-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Eye system was very influential in the development o f  modern-day robot control systems 
and programming languages notably through the work o f  Paul.Taylor’s work in context 
o f  the AL system ,also at Stanford,explored the problem o f synthesizing sensor-based 
assembly strategies from models,one o f the central problems in task-level robot systems. 
The LAMA system developed at MIT by lozano-Perez proposed a design bridging path 
planning, grasp planning and synthesis o f sensor-based strategies, but the system was 
only partially implemented, with the main focus on grasp planning. The AUTOPASS 
system at IBM was even more ambitious in scope, but implementation work focussed 
only on the path-planning component. The RAPT system o f Ambler and Popplestone at 
Edinburgh provided the programmer with facilities for specifying robot positions by 
indicating symbolic relationships between geometric entities in a model o f the task. 
RAPT, however, did not attempt to plan robot motions. The LM-GEO system o f Mazer at 
LIFIA(Grenoble) followed an approach similar to that o f RAPT.
These projects weren’t able to produce a task-level robot system that could 
perform reasonably complex pick-and-place or assembly operations without substantial 
human programming. The problems were partly the result o f  good algorithms for basic 
problems, such as motion planning and grasping, and partly the result o f the inadequacy 
o f available computers. But, these algorithms helped define many o f the key problems in 
task-level planning systems and motivated a great deal o f subsequent work on algorithms 
during the 1980’s.
Only after increase in computer speed, there have been new attempts at 
constructing complete task-level systems. The SKLARP system underdevelopment at 
LIFIA(Grenoble) incorporates a motion planner, a grasp plarmer and an assembly plaimer
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
based on uncertainty modeling. The SPAR system under development at Purdue is an 
assembly planner that focuses on the simultaneous satisfaction o f uncertainty reduction 
and geometric constraints expressed symbolically. The HANDEY system satisfies most 
o f  the constraints on the pick-and-place operation. They select grasps on the basis o f local 
object geometry, nearby objects at the pickup point, the kinematic feasibility, and the 
relative gripper/object uncertainty. Furthermore, their grasp planner plans a kinematically 
feasible approach motion and a departure motion. Here departure means the gripper 
carries the object away fi-om the pickup point. They use a configuration space method for 
computing the motion o f  the gripper both approaching the part and moving away with it. 
Finally, they check the path computed for collisions between the robot arm and 
environmental objects. The vast majority of work in the motion planning literature 
addresses the planning o f  single types o f motions, such as gross motions, fine motions, 
and stable grasping. The key problem is considering the interactions between the 
different types o f motions.
This research is focussed on the use of a video camera interfaced with image 
processing software and an ultra-sound sensor to detect various objects and have the 
robot pick up that object wanted by user using kinematics o f the robot.
1.3 Organization of Thesis
This thesis is arranged into eight chapters, which follows the development o f  the 
project. Chapter 1 defines the objective and scope o f this thesis and describes previous 
research on this subject. Chapter 2 describes the theory and development o f the object
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
regional descriptors and the importance of the depth information in a vision system. 
Chapter 3 lists in detail the robot, sensors, computers and the data acquisition systems 
used in the experiments and their integration. Chapter 4 explains the software and 
programs used for image processing, Fourier transforms and data acquisition. Chapter 5 
gives a brief introduction PUMA500 Transformation Matrices. Chapter 6 details the 
methods of acquiring and processing sensory data to arrive at the object descriptors. 
Chapter 7 describes the experiments performed with the PUMA500 and the results. 
Chapter 8 contains conclusion and lists recommendations for future research. Appendix 
A lists all the Fourier and regional object descriptors used in the experiment. Appendix B 
gives the listing o f the ‘C ’ program used to determine the Fourier descriptors o f  the 
object contours and retrieve the particular object chosen by the user by the Robot once it 
is recognized.
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CHAPTER 2
REGIONAL DESCRIPTORS
If we consider the idea o f  an image from the simplest point o f  view we could 
regard an image as a two-dimensional function, where the value o f  the function f(x,y) in 
the x-y plane defines a measure o f light intensity or brightness at that point.
Image transformation involves the conversion o f light images to electrical signals 
that can be used by a computer. Once a light image is transformed into an electronic 
image, it must be analyzed to extract such image information as object edges, regions, 
boundaries, color, and texture. This is called image analysis. Finally, once the image is 
analyzed, a vision system must interpret, or understand, what the image represents in 
terms of knowledge about its environment. Descriptors extract the features of the object 
from the image for the purpose o f recognition. Ideally, descriptors should be independent 
o f  object size, location, and orientation, and should contain enough discriminatory 
information to uniquely identify one object. Description is a central issue in the design o f 
vision systems because they affect the complexity of the recognition algorithms and also 
their performance. Regional descriptors are used in our application to describe the object 
o f interest.
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Fourier Descriptors
The main information about an object can be found in its boundary. The boundary 
can be used to arrive at a feature vector o f the object. The Fourier transform on the object 
boundary gives a unique value which is invariant to image rotation, translation, and size 
scaling [17]. These descriptors are called Fourier Descriptors.
The boimdary o f  an object in an image can be described in Cartesian coordinates 
(x(m), y(m); m = 1,2,..., L). The boundaries are closed curves, thus
x(L) = x(l); y (L )= y (l)  (2.1)
The consecutive elements o f the boundary curve are an equal distance apart, i.e., 
the boundary o f the object image is sampled at equal step size. This will give an uniform 
perimeter variation from one border element to the next.
The derivation o f the Fourier descriptors involves the determination o f the Fourier 
series for the two coordinate sequences x(m) and y(m). The complex Fourier coefficients 
can be derived for 0 < « < Z. — 1 from,
1 ^  (2 .2)
1 (2.3)
m = l
where, co^  =27t I L . The inverse Fourier transformation of the complex coefficients will
return the original Cartesian coordinates by,
^  (2.4)
n-0
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L -I
y(jri) = 2  (2.5)
n=0
The Fourier series above is not invariant to scale, rotation, and starting point o f the 
contour or shift in position. But these variables can be easily normalized to get invariant 
descriptors [41]. The first coefficients a(0) and b(0) are called the dc components. They 
carry only the information about the position o f the center o f the object in the Cartesian 
coordinate. I f  we discard or set it to zero, it is equivalent to normalizing the position of 
the object in the Cartesian space. The object center will be moved to the origin o f the 
Cartesian coordinate (0,0). The magnitude o f the Fourier series of the object boundary 
can be calculated by combining the magnitudes o f the x and y coordinates as
r[n] = yl\a(_nf +\b{n)Ÿ
where |a(n)| and |b(n)| are the absolute values of the complex numbers a(n) and b(n) 
respectively. This magnitude r(n) is invariant to rotation, translation and starting point of 
the contour. But the scale o f the object still needs to be normalized. A standard size is 
easily defined by requiring the magnitude r(l) to have a unity value. If  the contour is a 
simple closed one and if  it is traced m the counterclockwise direction, this coefficient will 
be the largest among the derived Fourier series elements. So, scale normalization can be 
easily done by dividing the magnitude of the above Fourier series by r(l). This is given 
by
f(«) = where, \ < n<  L - l  (2.7)
r(l)
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It can be easily proved that s(k) is invariant to scaling, translation, rotation, and starting 
point o f the boundary [24]. These invariant descriptors are called the Fourier Descriptors. 
These Fourier descriptors are to be determined only using the above Digital Fourier 
Transform. I f  the Fast Fourier Transform is used, the resulting Fourier coefficients will 
not be invariant to all the above variations and a lengthy process would have to be 
followed to normalize them.
The low fi-equency part of the above Fourier series corresponds to the global 
shape o f the object boundary and the high fi-equency components describe the fine details 
in the shape. Since the high fi-equency components are easily degraded by noise, they do 
not contribute much to object recognition compared with the low fi-equency part. It can 
be shown that by computing the inverse Fourier transform o f only a few low firequency 
components the object boundary can be reconstructed [17]. This helps us to represent a 
particular object with only a few initial Fourier descriptors which results in a significant 
data compression. Normally only the first 15 coefficients (s(l), ..., s(15)) are used as the 
Fourier descriptor o f  an object which contributes to the 99.9% o f the total length o f the 
contour [24].
2.1 Regional Descriptors
A region o f interest can be used to define particular shape boundaries in an image. 
The idea behind region analysis is to look for groups o f pixels that are the same, relative 
to some image feature. Three image features are useful for region analysis: gray-scale 
intensity, color, and texture. From the available software, there are 57 features calculated
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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for each particle. Area and perimeter o f the region are two simple descriptors o f the 
region. The main interest is to get a few regional descriptors, which w ill be invariant to 
the size or orientation o f the object image. A  few regional descriptors were determined 
and used in our application. They are,
•  Centroid X  of a region is defined as the X center o f area for the particle, excluding
hole area.
• Centroid Y  of a region is defined as the Y center of the area for the particle, excluding 
hole area.
• Angle is the angle in degrees between the Major Axis and the X axis .The angle is 
computed in the range o f -90 to +90 degrees in a clockwise direction.
•  Width: The width o f the bounding rectangular box oriented along the major and 
minor axis.
•  ROI Area: The area o f defined Region o f Interest.
•  Minor Axis: The length o f the minor axis o f an equivalent ellipse.
•  Major Axis: The length o f the major axis o f an equivalent ellipse.
2.2 Object Thickness
Although the above descriptors acquired fi-om the visual sensors and by 
subsequent processing can provide good shape, position, orientation data o f objects and 
only a 2-D description o f  the object in the plane incident to the optical axis o f  the camera, 
they lack range sensing. The thickness o f an object is a very useful descriptor. In our 
application, an ultrasonic sensor measures the thickness. Also, the 3-D position o f the 
object in space can be estimated using the range sensor. Even though it might not be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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capable o f generating a detailed depth map o f the objects using range sensing it is useful 
in robot navigation to detect the presence and range o f whole objects.
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CHAPTERS
HARDWARE DESIGN
The object can be clearly described i f  the data regarding boundary and object 
thickness are available. The various sensors which can provide these data are, visual 
sensors can get the information about the boundary o f the object, and the range sensors 
can determine the object thickness. Robot Controller, Personal Computers and 
Workstations acquire and process the data and control the apphcation.
3.1 Manipulator
The Manipulator is a human like structure with an arm attached to its body. The 
arm has six degrees of freedom and consists o f trunk, shoulder, upperarm, forearm, wrist 
and one degree o f  freedom end effector. The arm attaches to the body using screws and 
guide pins. The guide pins position and stabilize the arm during removal and 
reinstallation. The guide pins also align the auto connecting, electrical connectors located 
in the arm support plate. The end effector consists o f two fingers which are used to grip 
the objects. Use o f electromechanical drive makes the end effector self contained
12
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allowing easy picldng and placing o f objects. All manipulator electrical cabling is 
internal.
3.2 Manipulator Motions
As illustrated in the figure the arm o f  the manipulator has seven degrees o f 
fireedom including end effector gripping motion. Arm motions are actuated by electric 
DC servomotors that are protected against current overload by control limits. All arm 
motions except the end effector gripping are protected fi-om mechanical travel by 
software limits. The arm weighs approximately 534N and payload capacity being around 
25N. The service area is like a sphere with 0.92m radius. The drive mechanism o f each 
degree of freedom is described as follows.
• Motion 1 (Waist-Joint 1)
The motor for Joint 1 is located outside the trunk, on the base casting.
• Motion 2(Shoulder-Joint 2)
The motor and the gear train for Joint2 are housed in the upper arm. A bevel 
pinion on the motor shaft drives a bevel gear on one end o f an idler shaft. At the other 
end o f the idler shaft is a spur pinion which engages a spur bull gear fixed to the 
shoulder. The spur pinion walks around the bull gear, causing the upper arm to rotate 
around the shoulder axis.
•  Motion 3 (Shoulder -Joint 3)
The motor for the elbow axis is also housed in the upper arm. The gear train is 
housed in the elbow end of the upper arm and is connected to the motor by a drive shaft. 
A  bevel pinion on the input shaft drives a bevel gear on one end o f an idler shaft. A spur
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pinion at the other end of the idler shift engages a bull gear fixed to the fore-arm, and so 
rotates the forearm around the elbow axis.
• Motion 4(Wrist -joint 4)
The motor is located at the elbow end o f the forearm to minimize the weight at the 
extremity of the forearm. A drive shaft extends from the motor to the wrist where there 
are two spur reductions.
• Motion 5(Wrist -Joint 5)
The motor is located at the elbow end of the forearm to rniimnize the weight at the 
extremity o f the forearm. A drive shaft extends from the motor to the wrist where there is 
one spur reduction and one bevel reduction driving Joint 5.
•  Motion 6(Wrist -Joint 6)
The motor is located at the elbow end of the forearm to minimize the weight at the 
extremity of the forearm. A drive shaft extends from the motor to the wrist where there 
are two bevel reductions.
•  Gripper
The optional pneumatic gripper is operated by a two-way solenoid valve so that 
full pneumatic force is available in the open and closed positions. Fingers designed for a 
specific task by the user can be mounted to the gripper and remain parallel to each other 
as they open and close. The gripper is mounted to a mounting plate flange.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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3.3 Sensor configuration
In our application a camera is used to capture the image o f  the object o f interest, 
which yields the boundary information after processing. An ultrasonic sensor measures 
the range and object thickness. The sensors are connected to the personal computer. The 
configuration is explained schematically in Figure 3.1.
3.4 Ultrasonic Sensors
There are many methods for sensing the range and to calculate the thickness o f a 
component. Some of these methods are optical triangulation, laser range finding, 3-D 
stereo vision and ultrasonic sensing. Optical triangulation and laser range finding use 
point measurement methods and an array of ranges to find the closest distance between 
sensor and object, resulting in a measure of the maximum object thickness. 3-D stereo 
vision allows the object to be viewed from different angles and to triangulate the points to 
measure the depth of the scene. This method is complex and costly [34]. Ultrasonic 
sensing was selected for the following reasons:
• it is simple to operate and easy to get accurate information
• its properties are not changed by the variation in the reflectivity of the object surface.
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Figure 3.1. Computers and Sensors Used in the Experiment
1) Puma560 Robot
2) Val II Commands to/from PC/Robot
3) A/D & D/A Converters




8) Pentium 133 MHZ PC which contains Global lab Image Software
9) TeleVideo Controller
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Figure 3.2. The Schematic Representation of a Typical Ultrasonic Sensor
• It is relatively inexpensive and rugged, and thus more suitable for an industrial 
environment.
Ultrasonic sensors use a non-invasive measuring method, which uses acoustic 
signals which propagate through gaseous mediums. The structure o f  a typical ultrasonic 
sensor is shown in Figure 3.2 [15].
The basic element is an electrostatic transducer, often o f  the piezoelectric ceramic 
type. The resin layer protects the transducer against humidity, dust, and other 
environmental factors. As fast damping of the acoustic energy is necessary to detect 
objects at close range, this can be accomphshed by providing acoustic absorbers, and by
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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decoupling the transducer from its housing. The housing is designed so that it produces a 
narrow acoustic beam for efficient energy transfer and signal directionality.
An ultrasonic pulse signal is emitted from a point, and the time elapsed between 
the transmission and the echoed signal rebounding from the object is measured. With 
known speed o f sound in air, the distance to the object is determined accurately. The 
speed of sound varies considerably with temperature. Sensors with built-in temperature 
compensation are commercially available. The frequencies used in ultrasonic sensors 
range from the middle o f  the very low frequency band (VLF «  20 kHz) to the very high 
frequency band (VHP «  1,000 MHz). The ultrasonic sensors can be coupled with 
personal computers through A/D converters.
The DCU-7E-8 Ultrasonic sensor manufactured by Lundahl Instruments 
Incorporated was selected for our application. The determining factors in our selection o f 
the DCU-7E-8 Ultrasonic sensor were its low power requirements, temperature 
compensation, rugged construction, data acquisition interfacing capabilities, and 
simphcity o f control while maintaining high accuracy and reliability. This sensor should 
be positioned vertically above the object and it should be at least 1 feet above the object 
for best results. The specifications for the DCU-7E-8 Ultrasonic sensor are listed in Table 
3.1.
In our application the ultrasonic sensor is attached to the wrist of the PUMA 500
robo t.
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3.4.1 Calculating Distance
The output o f RPS-401A-40 is a 0 to lOV analog signal over 4 feet. The voltage 
slope is not adjustable beyond these preset distances. Figure 3.3 shows the relationship 
between the distance and the voltage.
Table 3.1: Specifications o f RPS-401A-40 Ultrasonic Sensor
Specifications
Max. Output Voltage approx. 5.6 V
Output Impedance 1 OK ohm
Max. Capacitance 1300 uF
Max. Cable Length 59 ft.
Current Draw Nominal = 50 ma average
Transmit Frequency 50 kHz
Sample Rate 12 Hz
Sample Average 8
Operating Temperature -20 to 60 degrees C
Input Voltage 20 to 30 VDC
Settling Time 5 seconds
Operating Distance 1 to 4 ft.
Accuracy +/- 0.1 % of distance









Figure 3.3. Calibration o f the Ultrasonic Sensor
The distance can be calculated using the linear equation.
D = MV + O (3.1)
Where D = distance, M =  Multiplier, V = output voltage from the ultrasonic sensor, and 
O = offset. The offset can be made to zero, if  the height is measured at 1.5” behind from 
the face o f the ultrasonic sensor. Then equation (3.1) will become.
D =M V (3.2)
The constant multiplier is 1.6 feet per volt or 10.16 cm per volt. The above equation is 
used in the ‘C’ program, which collects the data from the ultrasonic sensor, and converts 
it into distance information. The program is discussed in the subsequent chapters.
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3.5 Camera
Vidicon cameras and solid-state imaging sensors or charge-coupled devices 
(CCD) are the two major camera types which use visible or infrared hght to digitize an 
image. Solid-state imaging devices are widely used for robotic vision for reasons like 
lighter weight, smaller size, longer life, and lower power consumption [15].
The specifications o f  the Pulnix TM-540 model CCD camera used in the 
experiment are listed in Table 3.2. This camera is connected to the personal computer.
Table 3.2: Specifications o f Pulnix TM-540 CCD Camera
Specifications Model TM-540 CCD 
Camera
Imager Interline transfer CCD
Pixel 510 (H) X 582 (V)
Cell size 17 / / m X  13^ m
Scanning 525 lines 60 Hz
Min. Illumination 2 lux with AGC on
Video output 1.0 Vp-p composite
AGC ON/OFF
Lens mount mini-bayonet
Power requirement 12V DC, 300 mA
Operating Temperature -100 o C to 50 C
Vibration & Shock 7 G (11 Hz to 200 Hz); 70 G
Size 42mm x 32mm x 120mm
Weight 187.6 grams
Power supply DC-12V
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3.6 Computer and Data Acquisition
The information from the ultrasonic sensor and the digital camera needs to be 
processed to identify the unknown object. To acquire the thickness information and also 
to process the image from the camera, a Pentium 133 MHz Personal Computer was 
selected. In addition, the PUMA 500 robot can be run from the personal computer using 
the VAL n  programming language. Also in the personal computer the analog and digital 
I/O boards which will be used with both the ultrasonic sensor and the camera can be 
easily configured.
3.6.1 Camera Interface
The information from the visual sensor camera is connected through a short-term 
storage or frame grabber to the personal computer. Frame grabbers capture the images 
from the camera and store one or more images which can be accessed rapidly, usually at 
video rates i.e., 30 complete images per second. These frame grabbers also allow 
virtually instantaneous image zoom, as well as scroll and pan. The amount of storage on a 
frame buffer card is limited by the physical size and the storage density of the memory 
chips.
A DT2867-LC frame grabber manufactured by Data Translation, Inc., is used in 
our application. This is a  frame grabber and frame processor on a single IBM PC AT 
plug-in board. The board can perform real-time true frame averaging and two-frame
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arithmetic and logic operations as the processing circuitry is built in. The DT2867-LC 
can capture real-time images from up to four NTSC CCD cameras simultaneously. It has 
software-selectable input gain, offset and range to accommodate low-light or low quality 
video signals with full resolution. It has two 8-bit memory buffers which can store two 
images onboard. It can discern 256 gray levels which with square-pixel resolution 
provides a high-quality display. Real-time hardware zoom, pan, and scroll can be 
performed using the above frame grabber.
Video Input
The DT2867-LC acquires images directly from one o f four possible video input 
sources which can be selected by software. The entire image ft-ame is digitized in 1/30 
seconds. The video signal is configured as 480 lines by 640 square pixels per line by 8 
bits per pixel. The sync signal used to clock video operations on the DT2867-LC is 
obtained from either an incoming video input, from a separate composite sync input, or 
from an onboard oscillator.
The DT2867-LC is designed for use with monochrome video inputs, but color 
input signals can be accepted which will be filtered to remove the color information. The 
board provides an external trigger that allows to synchronize image capture with external 
events which is a useful function for our apphcation.
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Programmable Input Features
The programmable circuitry can be used to fine-tune the DT2867-LC’s input 
sensitivity and range which can be used to process poor video input signals. The 
sensitivity and range can be improved by a variety o f  parameters on the board. Four 
different input gains can be selected; 0.5, 1, 2, or 4, which control the overall amplitude 
of the incoming signal- A zero offset value can be selected which digitizes the video 
signal below the offset to 0. For a 12-bit digital to analog converter, the zero offset value 
ranges Jfrom 0 to 4095. An A/D reference value can be set to determine the upper limit o f 
the signal being digitized. Raising the A/D reference value will include more o f the 
incoming signal, thereby decreasing the overall contrast o f the image and vice versa.
The DT2867-LC has eight different 8-bit input look-up tables (ELUT) which 
determines the relation between the input signal and the output image. As the image is 
acquired, the 8-bit input gray scale values are sent through the ILUTs where pixel level 
operations can be performed such as image multiplication, intensity correction, etc. It 
also has a 256 by 24-bit output look-up table for real-time manipulations o f false color or 
intensity values. It gives a 15 by 24-bit overlay look-up table to provide overlay coloring 
or text and graphics onto the images.
The methods for extracting the information from the DT2867-LC frame grabber 
board will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
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3.6.2 Ultrasonic Sensor Interface
A Data Translation, Inc. DT2831 series software configurable analog and digital 
I/O board was used for process data interfacing firom the ultrasonic sensor to the personal 
computer. The DT2831 provides 16 input channels with 12-bit resolution for quick and 
accurate sampling. The DT2831 also has software programmable direct memory access 
data transfer modes, an Am9513A System Timing Controller, and two independent D/A 
converters with 12-bit resolution. The DT2831 board has a 50 pin process interface 
connector. The user connections are made on a DT717-T screw terminal panel which is 
an expansion board o f DT2831. The electrical connections to the ultrasonic sensor are 
made in the expansion board. Using the converter’s analog to digital converter, sensor 
output signals are converted to 12-bit integer data accessible by the program.
A program, written in ‘C ’ language, is used to get the digital data firom the 
DT2831 board and to convert it into distance information.
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CHAPTER 4
SOFTWARE DESIGN
Our application consists o f  a variety of operations which involve ultrasonic 
sensors, vision sensors, image processing and feedback to the robot controller. In order to 
acquire the data from the sensors and to extract useful information, the following four 
programs are used:
• a ‘C’ program on the personal computer which acquires the digital ultrasonic sensor 
data from the DT2831 I/O board and converts it to distance information and which 
tells which object to be acquired.
Image processing software, GLOBAL LAB® Image which runs on the personal 
computer.
Robot Control software, PCVAL, which runs on the personal computer which is 
integrated with the robot controller.
26
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4.1 Ultrasonic Sensor
The analog voltage values from the ultrasonic sensor are converted by DT2831 
analog and digital I/O board to integers with 12-bit resolution. The integer values are then 
converted into distance in millimeters. A program in ‘C’ controls the board operations. 
The main features o f the program are:
• Initialize and reset the DT2831 board.
• Get the board features and parameters.
•  Setup the acquisition parameters.
•  Start the loop to get the data value from the board for the desired number of times.
• Terminate the connection to the board.
•  Average the data values.
• Convert the data values into range information.
This thickness information is used later as the depth o f a particular object and is called 
later in the program. The executable program is created using Borland C++ compiler 
version 4.5.
4.2 Global Lab Image
Global Lab Image is an MS Windows-based monochrome image processing and 
analysis package that can be used with the Data Translation frame grabber DT2867-LC 
board. Using the frame grabber hardware, this software can:
• Capture the image using the camera, and display it on the PC monitor.
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•  Manipulate the input image using input look-up tables.
• Manipulate the display o f the image using output look-up tables.
Global Lab Image is equipped with different tools for the following image processing 
operations:
• Image enhancement operations.
• Intensity analysis - linear profiles and histograms.
• Morphological filtering.
• Frequency analysis - FFT, inverse FFT, and frequency editing.
• Geometric processing - rotation, flipping, and scaling.
• Object counting, and measurement.
The captured image can be stored in a disk file and used for later processing. The 
processed data can be exported to MS Windows spreadsheet programs using Dynamic 
Data Exchange. The sequence o f image processing operations will vary for each 
application is different. Once an optimum sequence has been determined, the operation 
sequence can be saved as a script in Global Lab Image. The script can be called by some 
other programs or fi'om the Windows macro function as it is written in ‘C’ programming 
language. In our application, the object image is acquired from the video camera, 
processed, and the features and the boundary o f the image are extracted using Global Lab 
Image software. The steps involved in this process are explained in the subsequent 
chapters.
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4.3 PCVAL
The UNIMATION VAL-II P/C supervisor interface permits an IBM P/C (or close 
compatible) to function as a VAL-II supervisory computer system. A VAL-II supervisory 
computer system can issue all VAL-II monitor commands, communicate with VAL-II 
programs, and perform all VAL-II file I/O. It uses RS-232C cabling between the PC and 
the robot providing a simple to install FMS facility for smaller systems. An error free link 
is provided by the DDCMP(Digital Data Communications Messaging Protocol) protocol 
supported by VAL-II.
This version o f the interface supports the connection o f a single PC application to 
a single robot through a standard P/C asynchronous communication port (COM-1 or 
COM-2).
PCVAL is equipped with the following major operations:
•  DDCMP Driver and File Server Program
This software provides a generic interface between an MS/PC-DOS application 
program and the VAL-II supervisory port. The interface also contains the routines 
necessary to format and transfer PC files to and from VAL. This allows a specific 
application program to be written without having to write the DDCMP driver and file 
handling routines.
• High Level User Interface
The supervisor user software provides a high level applications interface capable 
o f satisfying many needs o f  supervisory control and provides the following capabilities: - 
• File Server Allowing
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• Facilities for o ff line programming
• Robot Status Information
• System Terminal I/O
• Interactive Program VO
• Communications Logging
• Command File Execution, Generation and Logging VAL-II Screen Output
4.4 Regional Descriptors
Global Lab Image software yields the boundary o f an object in x and y 
coordinates. Using these coordinate values, the various descriptors o f the object is 
determined like centroid, angle, width etc. The depth for each object is obtained jfrom the 
ultrasound sensor, which can be done by entirely scanning the whole region where 
various objects lie or can be done by placing each object individually below the sensor. A 
program in ‘C’ language is written such that it will ask the user which object to be picked 
from a group o f objects and usually the depth of each object is determined before itself by 
the ‘C’ program.
But before the program is made to run various descriptors are to be obtained for each 
and every object and there are made to be stored in different files with the help of 
GLOBAL LAB software. The main features o f the program are listed here. A program 
listing is enclosed in Appendix B.
• Start o f main program and local definitions.
1. Call the routine to read depth values.
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2.Call the routine to know which object is to be picked by user.
3 .Call the routine to compare the object picked by user to the objects stored in 
database hbrary using Fourier Descriptors and returns the object recognized with 
minimum error.
4.Call the routine to get the corresponding image data file o f  particular object 
recognized.
5. Call the routine to initialize transformation matrices to zero.
6. Call the routine to get initial location and orientation of robot.
7. Call the routine to perform multiplication operation o f various matrices.
8. Call the routine to store result from multiplication in a file, which has the 
format, which can be read by robot control software PCVAL.
The output from this program is written in a specific format, which can be read by 
PCVAL in order to pick up an object.
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TRANSFORMATION MATRICES
Robotic manipulation implies that parts and tools will be moved around in space 
by some sort o f mechanism. This naturally leads to the need o f representing positions and 
orientations o f the parts, tools, and o f  the mechanism itself. To define and manipulate 
mathematical quantities which represent position and orientation we must define 
coordinate systems and develop conventions for representation. The first thing we have to 
do for analyzing a manipulator is represent mathematically the position and orientation of 
the manipulator itself, the tool it holds, and the objects on which the robot works in three- 
dimensional space. For this we adopt a method generally used in mechanics: we attach an 
orthogonal coordinate frame to each object and express its position and orientation by the 
position of the origin and the directions o f the three axis o f the attached frame relative to 
a given reference orthogonal coordinate frame. The former is called the object frame and 
the latter reference frame. All positions and orientations with respect to the universe 
coordinate system or with respect to other Cartesian coordinate systems which are (or 
could be) defined relative to the universe system are described.
32
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The central issue in industrial robotic manipulation is the ability to position the robotic 
hand at a specified location with a specified orientation at a given time. This issue lies at 
the heart of flexible and automated manufacturing.
The position and orientation o f the robotic end effector can be described in terms 
o f the position and orientation of a coordinate frame attached to the end effector with 
respect to an inertial coordinate frame.
Generally, this reference frame is fixed at the base o f the robotic manipulator. The 
combination of the spatial location and orientation o f  the end effector (kinematic attitude) 
can be described mathematically by means of a (4,4) homogeneous transformations.
5.1 Homogeneous Transformations
To an observer, different points o f a three-dimensional object appear to be at 
different distances. Thus, the concept of perspective transformation can find applications 
in robotics, especially when robots are equipped with vision systems.
A homogeneous transformation is defined as a (4,4) matrix T that generally 
represents translation, rotation, stretching (scaling),and perspective projection o f vectors, 
points, objects(matrices), and other types o f geometrical entity. It generally consists of a
(3,3) rotation matrix R , a (3,1) translation vector p, a (1,3) perspective projection vector 
f, and a (1,1) scaling (stretching) matrix w. Thus,







where R stands for a (3,3) pure rotation, p stands for the vector o f  translation, and f  
stands for a (l,3)-row vector o f perspective projection. The elements composing the 
transformation are shown below.
T=
1.1 1,2 1,3 1,4
2.1 2,2 2,3 2,4
3.1 3,2 3,3 3,4
4.1 4,2 4,3 4,4
Figure 5.1. Initial Transformations
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The rotational information is contained in a 3x3 matrix stored in elements (1,1) to
(3,3). Figure 5.1 shows two frames with the same origin (i.e. no translation) that have 
been rotated ^  degrees. Also pictured are the unit vectors of both frames. To determine 
the rotation between the rotated frame (1) and the reference frame (0), the unit vectors of 
the rotated frame must be written in terms o f the reference frames. This yields the 
rotation o f the rotated frame relative to the reference frame. The unit vectors of the 
rotated frame relative the reference are
ii=(cos 0 ) i o  + (sin 0 ) j o  
ji=(-sin 0 ) i o  + (cos 0 ) j o
The rotation matrix is constructed so that these vectors are the 3x3’s columns. In this 
example, the rotation matrix, denoted °iR (read “Rotation of system 1 relative to system 
0"), is
°iR=
c6 —sO 0 
sQ cO 0 
0 0 1
X
The third column is [0 0 1] because both Zo and Z i are in the same direction.
ki=ko
Put another way, coordinate system 1 is rotated about the z axis by 0°.
The position vector is 3x1 matrix stored in elements (1,4) through (3,4) which 
locates the origin o f  the translated frame relative to a reference frame. Figure 5.2 shows a 
simple two-dimensional case. If  frame 1 is written relative to frame 0, then the position 
vector, denoted °iP (read Position o f 1 relative to 0), is simply:
°ip=%  Y  0
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If  frame 0 relative to frnme 1 is desired, then the position vector is 







Figure 5.2. 2D Transformations
Convention dictates that the frame which is the reference frame (the superscript) must 
serve as the measming stick. Since the X and Y axes point toward the translated frrame 
for the case where 1 is relative to 0, the position vector is positive. In case two, though, 
the X and Y axes point away from the origin o f the translated frame. Therefore, the 
position vector is composed o f negative values.
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5.2 PUMA560 Robot Kinematics
Kinematics o f a robot arm deals with the movements o f the arm with respect to a 
fixed coordinate system as a fimction of time. Usually the base o f the robot is taken as the 
origin o f  the fixed or reference coordinate system and aU the movements are measured 
firom the base reference point.
I f  the location o f all o f  the joints and links o f a robot arm is known, it is possible 
to compute the location o f  the end effector o f the robot. This is defined as the forward or 
direct kinematics problem. The inverse kinematics problem is to determine the necessary 
positions of joints and links in order to achieve the desired position and orientation o f the 
end effector o f the robot. The inverse problem is much more difficult to solve and is often 
associated with multiple solutions.
In computing the position o f the end effector o f  a robot arm, each joint is taken as 
the origin of a new coordinate frame, starting with the reference point o f the robot. The 
coordinate frame assigned to the reference point is called reference frame. The relation 
between two coordinate frames {A} and {B} shown in the figure 5.1 is described by a
4x4 matrix called transformation matrix ^ Tr .





2^1 2^2 2^3 P2
rsi 3^2 3^3 P3
0 0 0 1
Figure 5.3 Coordinate frames {A} and {B}
A transformation matrix has the general form as shown below. The 3x3 matrix on
^Tb =
the upper left comer o f the transformation matrix describes the rotation o f the coordinate 
frame {B} with respect to the coordinate frame {A}. The 3x1 vector on the upper right 
comer describes the translation o f the frame {B} in relation to frame {A}. The zeros in 
the lower left row refer to the perspective transformation along the three axes, while the 
one in the lower right comer performs the scaling function.
Coordinate Transformation
Determining the position and orientation of any joint in a robot relative to its 
reference coordinate frame requires the transformation o f  coordinates through all other
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joints between the reference frame and the joint whose coordinates are being determined. 
I f  the robot has six joints, or degrees of freedom, it is necessary to set up six coordinate 
transfers, one for each joint. Reference coordinates, by convention, are defined as XQ,yQ 
and Zq in the frame {0}. Joint coordinates are defined as the set of coordinates centered 
on a particular joint.
5.3 Link Frame Assignments for PUMA560 Robot
The arm o f the Puma560 has six degrees o f  freedom and all the joints are 
rotational joints. This arm is considered for kinematic analysis. The following convention 
is used to locate the frames on the links. The Z axis o f frame {z-1}, called Z,-_i lies along 
the axis of motion o f the z-lth joint. The axis is normal to both Z,-_i axis andZ,- axis 
and goes from Z,-_, axis to Z,- axis. Similarly the frame {i} is located in the joint i. In the 
case o f intersecting axes the X,-_i axis is located so that it is normal to the plane o f Z,-_, 
axis andZ, axis.
The reference frame {0} is fixed at the base o f the shoulder. The joints 4, 5, and 6 
all intersect at a common point, and this point of intersection coincides with the origins o f  
frames {4}, {5} and {6}.
Every frame is determined by four parameters that describe how it relates to the 
previous frame. This mathematical approach was first developed by Denavit and 
Hartenberg [6] in 1955 and called as Denavit-Hartenberg notation. The four parameters 
are the link length, link twist, link offset, and joint angle. The link length o f  the z-lth link.
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denoted as a,_,, is the distance from Z,_i axis to Z,- axis measured along axis. The 
link twist o f the z-lth link, denoted as a,-_i, is defined as the angle between Z,_i axis and 
Zy axis measured about axis in the right hand sense. The link offset o f the link i,
5.4 Link Parameters
The PUMA has three singularities: the "ahgnment" singularity (wrist is as close 
to the axis o f joint 1 as it can get), the "elbow" singularity (elbow is fully extended or 
folded up; the latter is not possible because o f  joint limits), and the wrist singularity (the 
axes of joints 4 and 6 are ahgned).
Axis z - 1
Axisz





Figure 5.4 Link parameters
denoted as, is the distance from axis to X^ axis measured along Z,- axis. The
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joint angle o f  the link i, denoted as 9, is the angle between X,-_i axis and axis 
measured about Z,- axis measured in the right hand sense. The link parameters are shown 
in the Figure 5.4. In the case o f revolute joints the joint angle is called the joint variable, 
and the other three quantities would be fixed link parameters. In the case of prismatic 
joints the link offset is called the joint variable and the other three quantities would be 
fixed link parameters. First fi*ame {0} called the reference firame or base firame is located 
so that it coincides with fi*ame {1} when the joint variable I is zero. Using this 
convention we will always have Uq = 0, ao  = 0, and =  0 i f  joint 1 is revolute or 
0j = 0 if  the joint 1 is prismatic. If  the last joint n is revolute, the direction o f Xi^ axis is 
chosen so that it coincides with when the joint variable 0„ = 0 and the origin o f
the frame {N} is chosen so that = 0. If the joint n is prismatic, the direction o f Xj^ 
axis is chosen so that 0„ = 0 and the origin of the frame {N} is chosen at the intersection 
o f axis and axis when = 0 . Table 5.1 gives the link parameters for
PUMA560 with link frame assignments. This table containing all the link parameters is 
called the DH Table.
5.5 Link Transformation for PUMA560
The transformation defining the relation between the frame {i} relative to the 
frame {z-1} will be a function o f the four link parameters. For any given robot, this 
transformation will be a function o f only one variable, since the other parameters are
constant for a given link. Any point (x,-,y, ,z,-) in the frame {i} can be transformed to the
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frame {z-1} by using the 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrix ‘ ' T;.
PUMA robot arm link coordinate parameters
Joint I 0i ai ai di Joint range
1 90 -90 0 0 -160 to +160
2 0 0 431.8 mm 149.09 mm -225 to 45
3 90 90 -20.32 mm 0 -45to 225
4 0 -90 0 433.07 mm -110 to 170
5 0 90 0 0 -lOOto 100
6 0 0 0 56.25 mm -266 to 266
Table 5.1 Establishing link coordinate systems for PUMA robot
[x.-i Yi-i Zi_j i f  = ‘ ‘Tj*[xi y; Zi i f (5.1)
The value o f this link transformation matrix * ' is given by
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i-l T; =
4-1cos(0i) -sin (0 i) 0 aj
sin(0i)cos(aj_i) cos(0i)cos(a(_J -sm(ai_i)
sin(0i)sin(ai_i) cos(0()sin(a;_i) cos(a;_;) cos(ai_,)di
0 0 0 1
(5.2)
Using the link parameters the link transformation matrix is calculated for the 
frame {0} to {N}. Then the transformation matrix describing the frame {N} with respect 
to frame {0} is found by multiplying all the transformation matrices as
N (5J)
The link transformation describing the relationship between the frames are 
calculated using the DH table (Table 5.1) for joints 1,2,...,6 . The transformation matrices 
are given below.
Ti =
0 0  Si 0






C2 -S2 0 a2C2
Si Cl 0 a2S2
0 0 1 d2
0 0 0 1
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T3 =
C3 0 S3 a3C3 
S3 0 -C 3 a3S3 
0 1 0  0 
0 0 0 1
T4 =
C4 0 -S4 0
S4 0 C4 0
0 -1 0 d4
0 0 0 1
T5 =
C s 0 S5 0
S5 0 -C 5 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
T6 =
CO -So 0 0
S6 CO 0 0
0 -1 1 do
0 0 0 1
Then the final transformation matrix To describing the last firame {6} with 
respect to the reference firame is obtained by multiplying all the six link transformation
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matrices. Here the notations Ci and Si are used instead o f cosine and sine o f 0i and Cü and 
Sij are used instead o f cosine and sine o f 0i +0i.
nx SX ax px
ny sy ay py
nz sz az pz
0 0 0 1
T6 =
Where
n = normal vector o f the hand. Assuming a parallel-jaw, it is orthogonal to the fingers of 
the robot arm.
s = sliding vector of the hand. It is pointing in the direction o f  the finger motion as the 
gripper opens and closes.
a= approach vector of the hand. It is pointing in the direction normal to the palm o f the 
hand(i.e., normal to the tool mounting plate of the arm).
p= position vector o f the hand. It points fi’om the origin o f the base co-ordinate system to 
the origin of the hand coordinate system, which is usually located at the center point of 
the fully closed fingers.
nx = Ci[C23 (C4 Cs Cs - S4 S6 ) - S23 Ss C6 ] - Si (84 Cs Cs + C4 Ss ) 
ny = Si[C23 (C4 Cs Cs - 84 Ss ) - 823 Ss Cs ] - Ci (84 Cs Cs + C4 Ss) 
nz = -823 (C4 Cs Cs - 84 Ss ) - C23 Ss Cs
SX =  Cl[-C23 (C4 Cs c s  +  84 s s  ) +  823 8s Cs ] - 81 (-84 Cs c s  +  C4 86) 
sy =  8i[-C23 (C4 Cs Cs +  84 8s ) +  823 8s Cs ] +  Ci (-84 Cs Cs +  C4 8s) 
sz =  823 (C4 Cs Cs +  84 Cs ) +  C23 8s 8s
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ax =  Ci(C23 C4 S5 +  S23 C5 )  - Si S4 Ss 
ay =  Sl(C23 C4 Ss +  S23 Cs ) + Cl S4 Ss 
az =  Ci(C23 0» Ss +  S23 Cs ) - Si S4 Ss
P x  —  C ;  [ d g ( C 2 g C . , S ;  +  S 2 3 C 5  )  +  S j s d ^  + a ^ C 2 3  +  ^ 2 ^ 2  ]  "  (d g S ^ ^ S ;  + < 1 2 )
P y  " S , [ d g ( C 23C ^ S g  +  S 23C g )  + S 2] d ^  ^ a j C j j  +  ^ 2 ^ 2 ] " ^ ^ i ( ^ 6 ^ 4 ^ 5  “^ * ^ 2 )
P z  — d g ( C 2 3 C g  "  8 2 3 0 ^ 8 ^  )  +  C 2 3 d ^  ~ ^ 3 ^ 2 3  “ ^ 2 ^ 2
The data output from the two sensors along with physical measurements are used 
to compute the transformation matrices. There are five major components which make 
up the path from the world coordinate system to the object coordinate system. They are 
the object, the image plane, the camera, the flange, and the world. Each major 
component warrants its own coordinate system which is referenced to the world 
coordinate system. These transformation matrices hold rotation and translation 
information between components.
First, transformations between the consecutive components must be determined. 
The consecutive transformations are object relative to the image, the image relative to the 
camera, the camera relative to the flange, and the flange relative to the world. The 
transformations are denoted as oT, *^ iT, ^T, and ""iT, respectively. The overall 
transformation, '^ oT, is the product o f the individual transformations or
'^oT='^fT^cT'"iT oT (5.4)
For faster computing, the matrix multiplication was broken into pairs from right to left. 
The following presents the reasoning behind each transformation.
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^ f T :
Figure 5.5 shows the 
relative positioning and rotation of 
the flange’s and the world’s 
coordinate systems. The translation 
portion is always the initial 
reference position o f the robot. The 
O, A, T angles also begin with the 
same values each time. They are 
always 0°, 90°, and 0°, respectively.
As stated previously, the 
convention for writing the rotation 
portion is to write the flange’s unit
vectors in terms o f the world’s unit vectors. As seen in figure 5.5:
i f = j w  
j f =  i w  
k f  =  - k w
Figure 5.5. Relative Transformations o f flange, world 
coordinates
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assumed to be translated
with out rotation from the +z
flange coordinate systems
as shown in figure 5.6.
Therefore, the rotation
portion o f transformation
-Yof the matrix is merely the
identity matrix or
Figure 5.6. Flange, Camera Coordinates
The important part of this transformation is in the translation portion. The convention for 
measuring translation is that the camera is measured relative to the coordinate system of 
the flange. Since the camera is in the direction of the flange’s negative Y axis, the y 
value in the position vector is a negative value. The same reasoning applies to the 
positive X and z values in the position vector.
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^ iT :
As seen in figure 
5.7 the coordinate 
systems of the camera 
and the flange are 
rotated and translated. 
Using the same 
convention of writing 
the image’s unit vectors 
in terms of the camera’s 
unit vectors results in 
the following:
i i  =  j c
ji = -ic
ki = -kc




c e n te r
Figure 5.7. Camera, Image Coordinates
Again placing these vectors into the columns into the 3x3 rotation matrix yields:
iR =
0  -1  0“
1 0 0
0 0 - 1
Figure 5.8 shows the projection of the camera’s X and Y axes to the image plane. The 
origin for this projection is the center o f the image plane. X center equals 320 pixels and 
Y center equals 240 pixels. Looking at figure 5.8 it is obvious that because Xc points in 
the direction of Image’s origin, the x value o f  the position vector will be a positive y center.
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Also, since Yc points away from the origin, the position vector’s y  value will be a 
negative xcenter. By the same reasoning the z value o f the position vector will be a 
positive zdist plus the distance from the ultrasonic sensor to the camera. The 
transformation is then
IT =
0 - 1  0 y  center
1 0  0 xcenter
0 0 — 1 zdist 4- camlult
0 0 0 1
'o T :
The last transformation is shown in figure 5.8. The object coordinate system is 
both rotated and translated from the image coordinate system. The angle 0 describes the 
rotation completely. Writing the unit vectors o f the object in terms o f the image’s unit 
vectors gives
io = (cos 0)ii+ (sin 0)ji 




c9 —S Ô  0 
c6  0 
0 0 1
Xcentroid
Figure 5.8. Image Object Coordinates
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The translation is obvious from figure 5.8. The resulting
transformation matrix: oT =
c9 —s9 0 xcentroid
s9 c9 0 ycentroid
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
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CHAPTER 6
PROJECT SETUP & IMAGE PROCESSING
6.1 Introduction
Robot vision may be defined as the process o f extracting, characterizing, and 
interpreting information fi-om images of a three-dimensional world. This process, also 
commonly referred to as machine or computer vision, may be subdivided into six 
principal areas: (1) sensing, (2) preporcessing, (3) segmentation, (4) description, 
(5)recognition, and (6) interpretation. Sensing is the process that yeilds a visual 
image.Preprocessing deals with techniques such as noise reduction and enhancement o f  
details. Segmentation is the process that partitions an image into objects of interest. 
Description deals with the computation o f features (e.g., size,shape) suitable for 
differentiating one type o f object from another. Recognition is the process that identifies 
these objects (e.g., shpere,nut,bolt). Finally, interpretation assigns meaning to an 
ensemble o f recognized objects. The first four features account for image acquisition and 
the last two account for object recognition. Image acquisition and various image 
processing methods are discussed in this chapter.
52
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6.2 Robot-Sensor System Integration
A Unimation Puma 560 Robotic arm and its Mak II controller using the Val H 
control language was used for this project. The Mark II controller was networked to a PC 
and using a supervisiory program, the robot arm was controlled via a PC.
The camera, the ultrasoimd sensor and the end effector of the robot were aligned 
in a traiangle and acted in parallel as shown in Figure 6.1
An older Limdahl ultrasonic sensor was replaced with a Migatron RPS-401 (4”- 
40”) analog ultrasonic sensor. This new sensor has a narrow beam angle, which allows 
for tight fits. Also, a flat target can tilt up to 8° and be detected. The new sensor comes 
complete with a L.E.D strength indicator. The indicator is green when not detecting and 
red for detecting, allowing for easy visual trouble shooting. This sensor was mounted to 
the robot diagonally offset, but parallel to the end tool. The ultrasonic sensor was 
interfaced with a Data Translation board in a PC. The board transformed the analog 
voltage output to digital input to the computer. A  C program on the PC converted the 
voltage to distance.
A pulnix model TMS40 video camera was mounted on the robot in the same 
manner as the ultrasonic sensor. A DT2866-LC frame grabber captured the image from 
the camera and the Global Lab Image software was used to process the image.
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6.3 Camera Calibration
The 3-D scene is converted and represented as a 2-D image by the camera. The 
transformation from the 3-D world coordinate to the 2-D image plane depends on the 
relative position and orientation o f  object and camera. The Global Lab Image software 
has the capability to calibrate the camera by which we can arrive at a relation between 
these two coordinates. This facility is used to calibrate the Pulnix TM-540 camera in this 
experiment.













TM-540 C am era
Figure 6.1 Experimental Setup
Calibration is a refined form o f measurement conducted to assign numbers that 
represent relationships among particular properties o f  a measurement system. The 
necessary accuracy of this procedure depends on requirements o f the measurement
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system. I f  the camera is a component o f the system, procedures used for calibration are 
determined by the camera type, by other components o f the measurement system, and by 
the final intended accuracy to be produced by the calibrated measurement system. 
Geometirc camera calibration is a fundamental prerequisite for any vision system that 
relies on quantitative measurements o f the observed scene. The camera calibration 
determines the internal camera geometric and optical characteristics (intrinsic parameters) 
and the 3D position and orientation o f the camera frame relative to a certain world 
coordinate system (extrinsic parameters). The calibration tool in the Global Lab Image 
defines the relationship between pixel coordinates and the known or world coordinates. 
Placing a fiat piece o f  paper does calibration or other material printed with a grid o f  the 
desired measurement units (e.g., inches or millimeters) in front of the camera. This grid 
defines the real-world coordinate system. The grid intersections are used to define points 
o f correspondence between the world imits and the displayed image. Figtue 6.2 shows the 
image o f a grid and the calibration points. The calibration points should be selected from 
the extreme comers o f the image to provide the best possible resolution in the calibration 
data.
Once the camera is calibrated, the measurements done on the image will produce 
output in calibrated units. In our application the camera is calibrated by placing a grid in 
millimeters at the origin (0,0) o f the image plane. I f  an object is located in the image, the 
resulting measurements like area, location o f center o f  gravity, perimeter, etc., will be 
reported in millimeters. This information can be easily transformed into values in robot or 
world coordinates. Two major measurements are being considered, one is about image
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position and the other is about image intensity. For the former, new techniques have been 
developed to compensate for both radial and tangential distortions in a camera lens and to 
determine the spatial relationships between the camera and the 3-D world.






Figure 6.2. Calibration grid for the camera
Point 3 (Gal 2)
Pixel U, V=(0,469) 
World X, Y=(0,286) 
Y=(383,286)
Point 4(Cal 3) 
Pixel U, V=(639,0) 
World X,
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6.4 Low Level Image Processing
In our application a monochrome image is used which is simply a two- 
dimensional light intensity function/^^' where ^  and y  denote spatial coordinates. The 
value o f /a t  any point yJ is proportional to the brightness or gray level o f  the image at 






Figure 6.3. Image frame and coordinate representation of pixels in the image
The continuous image from the camera is digitized both iu spatial coordinates 
(image sampling) and in amplitude (gray-level quantization) to yield an array o f elements 
which are called pixels as given by.







The value o f f  (^’ y) at each point gives the gray level at that point. In our application an 
array o f 640 x 480 elements represents a digital image where each element can have 256 
difierent gray levels.
The Pulnix TM-540 camera is connected to the channel 0 o f DT2866-LC frame 
grabber. The Global Lab Image software acquires the image data from the frame grabber 
and displays it on the screen o f the personal computer. All image processing operations 
are done with this software.
6.5 Illumination of Workspace
The workspace or the image plane requires proper lighting. Illumination o f a 
scene often affects the complexity o f vision algorithms [15]. Ambient or arbitrary lighting 
results in low-contrast images, specular reflections, shadows and extraneous details. In 
any environment the hghting can be easily adjusted to minimize the complexity o f the 
resulting image. This will enhance the process o f object detection and extraction.
6.6 Capturing Images
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The live video image can be displayed on the personal computer screen using the 
frame grabber board. The gain on the input image is set to zero. The offset and the 
reference values, explained in chapter 3 are adjusted to -54.0 and 660.0 which are the 
nominal values for our application. The contrast and the brightness values are tuned to 
give a better picture. To eliminate random noise in the image, several frames o f  the same 
object can be captured continuously and an average o f  these frames can be displayed as 
the image o f the object. In this application, five frames are averaged to get the object 
image. Initially the background o f the object is captured and stored in a memory buffer, 
and then the image of the object is captured. Figure 6.4(a) shows the image o f the 
background or the workspace without any objects and Figure 6.4(b) shows the image o f 
objects. In this image, the screw is surrounded by shadows which will be removed by the 
processing techniques described in the next section. These images can be stored in buffers 
or saved as a disk file.
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Figure 6.4. (a) Image o f the background
Figure 6.4. (b) Image o f objects in the same background
6.7 Image enhancement
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Image enhancement is a technique to process the captured image so that the result 
is more suitable for further processing. Image smoothing is used to diminish the spurious 
effects that may be present in a digital image as a result o f  poor sampling and noise. 
Among the various available spatial and frequency domain techniques, median filter is 
selected for this application for its characteristic o f preserving the edge sharpness in the 
image. A  3x3 neighborhood as shown in Figure 6.5 is moved around the image. The 
value o f the center pixel, w$, is replaced by the median value o f the surrounding eight 
pixels.
W i W2 W3
W4 W5
W7 Wg W9
Figure 6.5. Median filter used to smooth the image
6.8 Background Removal
The background o f an object may have reflections and other noises. I f  the 
background is removed the effect of these reflections and noises can be eliminated. 
Mathematically, background removal is the subtraction o f  the background from the object 
image. The gray values o f each pixel in one image are subtracted from the gray values o f 
the correspondiug pixel in the other image. The resulting image has a black background
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with a white object on it. The gain o f  the resulting image can be adjusted to improve the 
contrast. Figure 6.6 shows the image o f the screw after background removal.
$  O
Figure 6.6. Image o f  a screw after background removal
6.10 Gray Level Thresholding
Even after the background o f the object has been removed fi’om the image, the 
image will still have slight shadows. The object also will be of varying gray levels 6.8. If  
an edge detection algorithm is used at this stage, it will detect the edges o f the screw with 
its shadows. Thresholding can be used to remove these shadows and to make the image
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binary whereby the object will have a gray level o f 1 and the background will have a  gray 
level o f  0.
The image after background removal consists of light objects on a dark 
background. The pixels can be grouped into two dominant modes based on their 
intensities as background and object. A  threshold ^  can be selected which separates the 
intensity modes. Any point y) where/^« y)^ ^  can be grouped as part o f  the object and 
given a value o f 1. Pixels where f(^ ’ y) ^  ^  can be grouped w ith the background and 
given a value o f 0. In this experiment after several trials with different images, a 
threshold value of 150 is selected which can be used with all the images o f the objects in 
the library. All values below 150 wiU treated as zero and above 150 will be 1. This 
operation is done using the D-skeleton morphological function in the Global Lab Image.
6.11 Edge Detection
The image after thresholding is a binary image of Is and Os. The edges o f the 
object can now be easily traced. Edge contours are detected as changes o f gray level in 
the image. The edge detection process uses the gradient operators to search for gray level 
changes. The gradient o f an image/^» y) at location y) is defined as a vector,






Figure 6.7. Image of screw obtained by using a global threshold ^ = 1 5 0
The magnitude of the above vector gives the rate o f change of gray level at any point and 





It can be approximated as
(6.5)
In Global Lab Image, the particle tool is used for edge detection in order to locate 
the particles in the image. This tool uses the Sobel operator to search for the variation in
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gray levels. In Sobel operator the gray level variations are detected by using equation 6.5 
in the form o f a 3x3 spatial operator or a mask as shown in Figure 6.7. The two masks 
shown in Figure 6.8(a) and (b) and (c) will find the gray level variation in horizontal and 
vertical direction respectively. These masks are moved over all the pixels in the image, 
and the value for the center pixel in the mask is calculated as the summation of the eight 











Figure 6.8. (a) 3x3 neighborhood o f point (x, y), (b) Mask used to compute G*
and (c) Mask used to compute Gy
The resulting image from the above operation has a black background and white 
points on it. The black background corresponds to the background and the body o f the 
screw where there is no change in the gray level, and the white points corresponds to the 
boundary of the screw where the gray level changes from 0 to 1.
Using the particle tool o f Global Lab Image, the ^  and T coordinates of the object 
can be extracted and saved as a file. This information is used to calculate the Fourier 
descriptors o f the object.
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6.12 Regional Descriptors
Regional descriptors, explained in chapter 2, are to be extracted from the object 
whose edges were detected using the Sobel operator. Global Lab Image is equipped with 
functions in the particle tool to measure all these required descriptors. The particle tool 
determines the following features o f  an identified object:
Axis Ratio - Eccentricity 
Box Ratio 
Number o f holes 




Angle - is in degrees between major axis and x-axis.
These descriptors together with the ^ and y  coordinates o f the boundary value can 
be stored in a disk file. To reduce the influence o f  noises or reflections from pits and 
scratches, the particle tool locates particles only with area above predetermined size.
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6.13 Fourier Descriptors
The Fourier descriptors o f the object are obtained from the output x and y  
coordinates o f the object boundary. A  few issues need to be considered before applying 
Fourier transform on the boundary data. The Fourier algorithm calls for a uniform step 
size between the boundary pixels. Non-uniform spacing can result in a frequency-domain 
representation that will converge much faster than uniform spacing [16]. The resultant 
image from the Sobel operator will have only the pixels o f  the boundary of the object. 
Because o f the noise in the boundary and improper sampling o f the image, the boundary 
pixels will not have uniform step size. The 4-neighborhood pixels have an unit step size 
between the adjacent pixels, but if  the boundary pixels are reported in 8-neighborhood 
pixels, they can have a step size o f either 1 or V2 . The output coordinate values from the 
Global Lab Image can be modified to achieve uniform step size.
6.14 Object Thickness
The object thickness is measured with the ultrasonic sensor. To measure the 
thickness the robot gripper with the sensor is moved to a predetermined position at a 
distance o f 600 mm from the background. This distance gives a good measurement 
resolution. The axis o f  the ultrasonic sensor is parallel to the axis o f the camera which is 
perpendicular to the image plane. A program written in ‘C ’ language, as explained in
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Chapter 4, samples the digital measurement data from the I/O hoard and converts it into 
distance information, namely the distance between the ultrasonic sensor and the top layer 
o f the object- If  this value is subtracted from 600 mm, we obtain the object thickness in 
millimeters. The thickness of all library objects were measured. These values are verified 
by physically measuring the thickness o f  the objects using vernier cahpers.
Six different images o f each object are captured for each object at different 
locations in the image plane with different orientations. These images are processed to 
extract the regional and Fourier descriptors. These values are averaged for these six 
images and the final descriptor library is arrived. The Fourier descriptor Ubrary is used by 
the ‘C ’ program to classify an object. The result from the ‘C ’ program with the regional 
descriptors and the thickness information from the ultrasonic sensor are used by the G2 
real-time expert system to identify the objects.
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EXPERIMENTS
This chapter deals with the experiments performed with the recognition and 
retrieval program developed for the PUMA 500 robot. It also explains the advantages of 
the invariant descriptors, sensor fusion.
7.1 Introduction
A set o f descriptors, Fourier and regional descriptors was developed to represent 
an object. A standard script procedure to extract various regional features and starting 
point invariant descriptors from the camera image was developed. While distorted to a 
degree, the procedure run on the image processing software has been a successful way to 
find various objects, remove the shadow, and extract from the image the data relevant to 
the task. The experiments were limited to one object being present at a time in the script 
Procedure.
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7.2 Performance o f Fourier Descriptors
The Fourier descriptors represent the features o f  the shape of an object normalized 
with regard to scale, position, orientation and starting point. A library o f  Fourier 
descriptors was obtained for the reference library objects. A minimum Euclidean distance 
algorithm as discussed in Chapter 2 was used to compare any given object’s Fourier 
descriptor with this library. Since each object’s Fourier descriptor represents the features 
o f that shape, the error will be a minimum for that object only. Several images o f  library 
objects were captured, and their Fourier descriptors were compared with the library o f 
Fourier descriptors. The average errors are shown in Table 7.1. From the above table, it is 
clear that Fourier descriptors are feature sensitive and can be used in this kind o f machine 
vision apphcation.
Ambiguous situations may arise with these Fourier descriptors. The Fourier 
descriptors derived by normalizing the Fourier coefficients o f the boundary for scale, 
position, orientation and starting point will represent a standard shape of that object. 
Objects of similar basic shapes will give similar kinds o f Fourier descriptors [41]. For 
example, both the Allen key and the nut in their vertical positions will be viewed by 
camera as rectangular shapes, with different sizes. When normalizing Fourier descriptors 
o f these images both will represent a rectangular image o f standard size. A number o f 
ambiguities which may arise with Fourier descriptors can be resolved by the regional 
descriptors and the thickness information.
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Sphere 0.0054 0.7607 0.3120
Bolt 0.5610 0.0347 0.5762
Nut 0.3166 0.6726 0.0057
7.3 Importance o f Thickness Information
The object thickness measured using the ultrasonic sensors is an important 
descriptor o f that object in machine vision applications. This descriptor is mainly required 
to distinguish the objects which give similar shapes while viewed by the camera.
7.4 Performance o f Transformation Matrices
Transformation matrices are an integral part to positioning the robotic manipulator. Since 
the manipulator is moving in three-dimensional space, there is a need to represent the 
position and orientation o f each major component o f the path from the manipulator to the 
object. To define these different locations, coordinate systems must be established for the 
major components. The rotation and translation o f the coordinate systems between
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consecutive components are stored in these transformation matrices. An overall 
transformation from the robot world coordinate system to the object’s coordinate system 
is reached through the multiplication o f the individual transformations.
Transformation matrices are used to calculate the location o f  the target relative to the 
reference. First, transformations between the consecutive components must be 
determined. The consecutive transformations are object relative to image, image relative 
to the camera, camera relative to the flange, flange relative to the world. The 
transformations are denoted as '^T, *^ jT, and "/T, respectively. The overall 
transformation, *„T, is the product o f the individual transformations or 
w^T=-^T',T=iT'„T
For faster computing, the matrix multiplication was broken into pairs from right to left. 
Once the particular object was recognized using Fourier descriptors, the image file data 
for this particular object was sent as an input to the various regional descriptors which 
were used in the above transformation along with depth information for that object from 
the ultra-sound sensor. After various computations are performed the final output 
transformation which indicates the location of the object with respect to the robot initial 
location is known, this final transformation of the robot is this subtracted from the initial 
location of the robot to get the net effective transformation which the robot need to know 
to pick up the particular object recognized is known.
This output o f the “C” program is then sent as a feedback to the robot controller with the 
help o f PCVAL software. The output is basically VALII language program which is sent 
as a feedback to the robot, this program is then made to run using PCVAL through which 
the robot is able to pick up the particular object which was recognized.
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Final results have been partially obtained, the imaging section was able to find 
various Fourier, regional descriptors. Ultrasound sensor was able to determine the correct 
distance to the reference plane and calculate the necessary pixel to millimeter ratio. The 
program was also successful in writing the VALII code used by PCVAL. The various 
kinematic transformations to be performed after taking initial data proved very efficient.
Sometimes due to various factors like object shadows, reflections, unfamiliar 
object data, there was observed a slight change o f value in the data file which showed a 
lot o f impact on the final transformations which resulted in the movement of the robotic 
arm much much away from its target, though the object was recognized successfully 
initially.
7.5 Shadows o f Objects
Usually shadows create confusion and hinder the interpretation process. Artificial 
lighting is used to reduce shadows. Over a limited range o f  lighting conditions the image 
processing routine is capable o f  eliminating the shadows. I f  the shadows are included in 
the image contour, they will have a deteriorating effect on the descriptors. Shadows affect 
mostly the high-frequency components o f the Fourier descriptors. Since we are 
considering only the low frequency components o f the Fourier descriptors, the effect o f
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the shadows is largely negligible on the Fourier descriptors. The shadows will affect the 
regional descriptors, but not the ultrasonic sensors.
7.6 Reflections
Reflections may be present in the industrial objects because o f scratches or cuts or 
polished surfaces, and under bright hghting conditions. The vision system should be 
capable o f rejecting these reflections. The experiments were conducted by increasing the 
luminous intensity and performance of the vision system on these images. I f  present in 
the image, these reflections are minimized during the image processing stage by the 
image processing routine. If  reflections are present in the middle o f the object, they will 
produce small unwanted objects within the main contour. The particle tool in Global Lab 
image was adjusted to identify particles only above a minimum value. This suppresses 
most reflections inside the object. I f  reflections are present on the boundary o f the object, 
they will affect the boundary shape. Similar to shadows, this will affect only the high 
frequency components o f Fourier descriptors and will have minimum effects on the 
regional descriptors. The ultrasonic sensor is not affected. Even with reflections present, 
the expert system was found to be capable o f identifying the objects correctly.
The Fourier descriptor algorithm looks for the minimum error between the Fourier 
descriptors o f  the unfamiliar object and the library Fourier descriptors. Hence it will 
identify it as one o f the library objects. In this case, it identified the object as a cutter with 
large errors to all known reference objects. But since its regional descriptors and the 
thickness information does not compare with the knowledge in the expert system, no
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match was made, and the operator was informed that an object which is not in the library 
has been located in the image plane. Several other unfamiliar objects like a screw driver, 
a wrench, etc., were tested, and in all cases the vision system classified it as an unknown 
object.
7.7 Addition o f New Objects
Any addition o f new objects to the reference objects library should be an easy task 
in a recognition and retrieval vision system. The process o f adding a new object in our 
system involves the development o f  its Fourier and regional descriptors. Fourier 
descriptors are calculated fi-om the object’s boundary and added to the Fourier descriptors 
library. The regional descriptors and the thickness information would be derived from the 
vision and ultrasound sensors .
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CONCLUSION
This chapter summarizes the information provided in the previous chapters. It also 
highhghts the drawbacks o f  the experimental set-up and suggests methods for 
overcoming such drawbacks. A  brief note on the future research is made at the end o f  this 
chapter.
8.1 Conclusions
This research focuses on development o f a multi-object recognition and retrieval 
system for a PUMA500 series robot. Experiments were performed on PUMA560 robot. 
The experimental part of the research involved development o f a recognition system 
using various Fourier descriptors and regional descriptors and an object retrieval system 
using the kinematic transformations o f the robot and efficient retrieval of data using 
various vision and range sensors. Chapter 1 started with a brief introduction various
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recognition systems and planning motions of robots and also a brief literature survey on 
the topic. In chapter 2 details o f the objects regional and Fourier descriptors and the 
importance o f depth information in a vision system are widely discussed. Hardware 
design of the robot, sensors, computers and data acquisition systems were described in 
chapter 3. Chapter 4 explained the software and various programs used for image 
processing, Fourier transforms and data acquisition. Chapter 5 mainly dealt with the 
various transformation matrices required by the robot. Chapter 6 detailed the various 
methods o f acquiring and processing sensory data to arrive at the object descriptors. The 
experiments and conclusions were demonstrated in chapter 7 and chapter 8.
A multi-object recognition and retrieval system for the identification o f industrial 
tools and components using a 2-D vision camera and an ultrasonic range sensor was 
developed and experimentally tested on the PUMA 500 robot. For automating the image 
processing information, a program was developed to acquire the object image from the 
camera and to efficiently and effectively extract various features. The normalized Fourier 
descriptors used in this system are invariant to object scaling, translation, and rotation in 
the image plane. Even though the Fourier descriptors obtained from object boundaries are 
highly effective shape descriptors, they can lead to ambiguous situations when used with 
similar shapes, though this problem was resolved using more regional descriptors. The 
thickness measured with ultrasonic sensor was used as an additional descriptor.
This integration is much cheaper than complex 3-D systems.
All sensors and programs were integrated through the computers to form a 
cohesive experimental system. A reference library o f 3 objects was taken to test the 
performance o f the object recognition and retrieval system. The results were real
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impressive though there were few assumptions the system was running under. The system 
was proven to be robust in an environment without highly structured lighting as would be 
found in real world applications. These results are a consequence o f the method o f sensor 
integration and the effective use o f  the invariant descriptors by the object recognition and 
retrieval system.
Among the advantages o f the system are:
•  Addition o f new objects to the system can easily done.
•  Operator can be easily informed about the object recognized and retrieved though he 
is located from a far off place to the actual work environment.
•  The system can be programmed to give instructions to the robot based on its 
interpretation of the sensory information.
• The system was highly successful at positioning the manipulator over the target 
object each time. The success was confirmed by the high repeatability that the program 
afforded.
• Ultrasound and vision procedures are functional and successfully performed their 
respective tasks.
8.2 Future Improvements and Research 
The following improvements and further R&D are suggested:
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•  This research focussed on developing libraries of each and individual objects rather 
than that o f the whole scene, the system should be extended to recognize each and every 
object in scene rather than individual recognition.
•  A method to identify overlapping objects should be developed.
•  Manipulator was very precise though not accurate. Efficient and Optimized motion 
planning methods should be developed.
• A fixed image is usually taken from the camera which is fixed, this can be extended 
to moving images to improve flexibility o f  image analysis and object recognition and 
retrieval.
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